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INTRODUCTION

Today’s systems for digital identity frustrate people,
businesses, civil society and governments. This report
outlines at three phased, systems leadership
approach, that the federal government can use to
catalyze transformational change in identity systems.
At this critical time the government cannot avoid its
responsibility to ensure that these systems actually
work as well as possible and improve based on what
can be learned from their use. As they are functioning
today these systems are vectors of cybersecurity
vulnerability. In addition the Homeland Security
Enterprise depends on a smooth functioning scalable
set of identity management and privacy systems. The
government must nurture change to help the systems
we all interact with daily become more efficient and
more secure.
There is no single "answer" to solve the challenge of
identity, there are only processes that can support
paths to get there. Starting with a pre-determined
outcome will guarantee failure. While one can't have a
pre-determined outcome, one can start with a clear
intention, such as, The evolving system will work
better for everyone. Precise clarity about potential
solutions and helpful actions the government can take
within the communities of diverse stakeholders will
only come with time, after the cultivation of strong
networked relationships with and amongst
stakeholders.

everything and the sensitivity of the general public to
government involvement in identity systems.
The short version of this report contains the broad
outlines how a government agency can lead a three
phased approach involving people and building
relationships and the processes and methods that can
be used in each phase. The l full version of this report
goes into much more detail on the specifics. Before
getting to the description of each of the phases, the
report provides a review of complex systems and the
reasons why identity itself is complex.
Phase One focuses on primarily on Naming and
Reframing the challenges while identifying and inviting
stakeholders to participate. As it progresses
stakeholders develop a series of field guides of key
concepts to better understand the system. By the end
of this Phase a core stakeholder group will have
formed and will be aligned around the challenges/
issues and steps needed to proceed to Phase Two.
Phase Two focuses on more intensive community
building amongst stakeholder communities while they
work together to figure out how the systems work
today and begin exploring visions/possibilities of how it
could work in the future. This would include clarifying
• What key elements are missing?
• What do people really care about relative to privacy
implications of the actual available technology options?
• What do businesses need to support confidence in
documents (physical and digital)?
• What regulations might need changes or updates to
support new digital systems?
• What new laws would help create and enhance the
functioning of the overall identity system and protect all
of its stakeholders?

There is a significant opportunity to foster positive
change based on "Systems Leadership”. An article in
the Stanford Social Innovation Review, The Dawn of
System Leadership, co-authored by Peter Senge
articulates three core capabilities that systems leaders
must develop in order to foster collective leadership.
The author found this article after the report was
basically complete and discovered that the three core
capabilities it outlines map directly to the phases of
this report. The first is the ability to see the larger
system. The second involves fostering reflection and
generative conversations. The third centers on shifting
the collective focus from reactive problem solving to
co-creating the future.

There are a lot of challenging questions and a wide
range of stakeholder's who hold different perspectives
and world views. Phase Two offers multiple suggested
Mapping methods and related processes for gaining
collective insight and taking collective action. This
Phase will build collective will for joint stakeholder
action to work together in improving the system.

If one starts with a small yet diverse representative
group and then nurtures a community of stakeholders
who understand each other and are motivated to work
together by shared concern about the issues and
challenges, the effort is likely to succeed. So the way
in which the government seeks to catalyze change in
this field is important. This is both because of the
broad scope of identity which affects literally

Phase Three focuses on intensive collaborative action
to catalyze system changes and co-create the future.
It builds on Phase Two and many of the collective
action methods will be appropriate to do the work of
this phase. The Conclusion gives an overview of the
document, shares research questions that arise from it
and recommends initial steps to begin implementing
the vision outlined in this report.
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Diagram if the Three Phases
of Identity and Systems Leadership for Catalytic Change
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IDENTITY AND SYSTEMS
Identity operates on multiple scales. One perspective from
systems science is that identity is an emergent property that
it comes about because constituent parts come together
and form something new that has its own identity. We
humans, organisms, are made of organs, and these organs
are made of cells and these cells are made up of organelles.
Each possesses an identity that arises from the emergent
properties of the parts at the level below. Additional
complexity emerges when we scale up from individual
humans to groups and organizations and then whole
societies that each have identities.
Identity creates many dilemmas and paradoxes. We each
have only one physical body but may choose to present
very differently in different contexts, and thus have more
than one identity or persona. We also may have legitimate
reasons to present very differently in different online
contexts. How do we maintain the freedom to present
differently in different contexts and not have all-our-identities
be merged in to ONE without our consent?

to sense-make (make sense of) systems. From there we
need to use methods that are effective in working within
systems to change and evolve them.
Models, maps and frameworks help us understand the
world. They give us ways to divide the world up and think
about it in smaller parts. I am presenting three that provide
ways for thinking about complexity and contextualize
everything that follows in this report.

The Cynefin Framework
The Cynefin (pronounced ku-nev-in) Framework was
developed by David Snowden and Cynthia Kurtz at IBM. Its
purpose is to enable leaders and communities to sort issues
by understanding their context and thus know how to
proceed in addressing the issues. The model has four
domains Simple, Complicated, Complex and Chaotic. One
side of the model is ordered (Simple and Complicated), the
other unordered (Complex and Chaotic).

Most digital systems require active management of multiple
distinct digital identities - the person entities - employees,
customers, contractors, partners, collaborators, and the
non-person entities – IoT devices, inventory, resources, and
currencies. Identity management happens both in the realm
of the virtual with bits and in the realm of the physical with
atoms. There has been much talk of late about integrated
cyber-physical systems. Identity management is at the core
of these systems.
It is important to remember that identity is a process more
than a thing, even though Identity Management often seems
like it is about managing "identity cards" or attributes or
identifiers. How those identity related artifacts are
generated, replicated, shared and flow within our
organizational systems and how they support individual
human beings interacting with organizations to live their lives
(as citizens, as customers, as volunteers, as members of a
peer community) or function in roles in organizations
(employees) are all processes.
We also have to consider how identity operates within the
individual (who am I?) and also how it operates within a
mass society (who are we?) and even on a higher level than
that of the collective "we" of all the groups in our nation and
beyond). Individual humans have not had a major operating
systems upgrade for over 100,000 years and our heuristics
are designed to serve us in small groups living in nature. We
now live in a hyper-connected world with over 7 billion
people and have created very complex mass societies that
are able to function in part because of how identity systems
are constructed and how identity is presented and used in
those systems.
To wrap our heads around the complexity we have to have
a systems focus and use process tools specifically designed
1

"Complex and chaotic contexts are unordered – there is no
immediately apparent relationship between cause and
effect, and the way forward is determined based on
emerging patterns. The ordered world is the world of factbased management; the unordered world represents
pattern-based management."1
Within the complex domain one must probe the system,
sense what is going on within it and then respond.
Effectiveness in this domain requires a continuous cycle of
feedback to help guide the ongoing responses. The
relationships between cause and effect are not obvious and
may be changing dynamically so it requires rapid

Snowden, David F., and Mary E. Boone. A Leader's Framework for Decision Making, vol. 85, Harvard Business Review, Boston, 2007
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responsiveness. Because of this need for responsiveness,
one must build the capacity "listen to" feedback loops. The
feedback is embedded in a network of relationships
between people and organizations within the system. An
awareness of this relationship fabric is essential for creating
a responsive system. This is one reason that this report
places such an emphasis on community management,
engaging stakeholders in collaborative sense-making.
Leadership within a complex system is based on patterns
that emerge within the system - sensing and responding to
them rather than having pre-determined outcome.. System
leaders need to create an ability to see/sense emergent
patterns and support them by increasing the level of
interaction and communication in the system. This report is
focused on very specific and practical ways to do this with
the ultimate goal of creating coherence, resonant action and
alignment across a very diverse range government, civil
society and commercial actors and taking account of the
needs of a diverse range of stakeholders, inclusive of the
American people as a whole. In a Harvard Business Review
paper outlining the Cynefin framework, David Snowden and
Mary Boone specifically state that a leader's job within the
complex domain is to "Use methods that can help generate
ideas: Open up discussion (as through large group
methods); set barriers; stimulate attractors; encourage
dissent and diversity; and manage starting conditions and
monitor for emergence” 2

Action Spectrum
The Action Spectrum developed by Jean Russell provides a
complementary framework for thinking about action. It lays
out three types of action any individual or organization can
take to affect change at different levels of a system. One
can take action at each level. The outcome is less clear and
certain as one moves along the spectrum. At the same time
the scope of effect is larger as one moves from Control
towards Nurturing.

Control Actions work on simple systems and where
predictable consequences of actions are likely.
Guiding Actions are for both complicated and complex
systems (in the Cynefin framework). They involve more
parties and more complex results. When working with
guiding actions it may not be clear at the very beginning what
is necessary to achieve the ultimate desired outcome. So in
order to achieve a goal that requires guiding action the
system itself must be learning. Learning occurs via feedback
loops (via relationships and sense making processes) that
must be cultivated so those in leadership can understand
how the guidance is working and how to adjust it.
Nurture Actions are for complex domain of the Cynefin
framework. This domain is called complex adaptive systems
[CAS] in management literature. One is operating with
probability not causality - this is why in the Cynefin
framework leaders "probe" - sense what happens and then
respond - take more action one way or another. To work
well this approach requires adaptive learning. The meaning
arriving through the feedback loops will not always be
obvious. One must iterate and watch for patterns because
the system is not predictable (but it is observable). Probing
and interacting is done via relationships (people to people
connections). To be successful this action must be
nurturing.
Collective sense making is critical, usually fun and
interesting for individuals, provides valuable information to
the organizations they work for, and builds overall
coherence across multiple stakeholders in the system and
for those working together to take action to shape the
future.

Complex Adaptive Systems
The field of Complex Adaptive Systems has developed an
extensive literature within management science that applies
to the challenge of identity.
Complex Adaptive Systems, as defined by McDaniel, are
characterized by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Diverse agents that learn,
That interact with each other in nonlinear ways,
and therefore,
Self-organize,
Have emergent properties and
Co-evolve with the environment.

1) Diverse Agents Learn.
In identity systems, the diverse agents are all the different
actors who have identities (all people, most electronic
things) and the organizations that they interact with – each
of which has their own identity. "No single agent in this
systems knows what is happening in the system as a whole

2

Snowden, David F., and Mary E. Boone. A Leader's Framework for Decision Making, vol. 85, Harvard Business Review, Boston, 2007
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but each agent pays attention to its local environment,
responding primarily to other agents in its locality"3.
2) Interact with each other in nonlinear ways.
In Non-Linear systems inputs are not proportional to
outputs and small efforts to change systems can lead to
large effects, while large efforts my result in little or no
change. A small tweak in government regulations around
Know Your Customer or Anti-Money Laundering regulations
could have a large effect or not much at all. In the
development of the credit card industry the law that limited
cardholder liability to $50 enabled widespread consumer
adoption. There have been attempts to create large change
in identity systems that have had little or no effect. For
example when the UK government tried to create a scheme
for issuing identity cards to all citizens it was rejected by
those citizens. Phase Two emphasizes system mapping
efforts. The purpose of this phase is to gain insight into
where one might be able to implement small changes that
could move through the overall system and have large scale
positive effects.
3) Self-organize.
Self-organization happens when agents within a system
(with sufficient information about the other agents) connect
and are able to organize new activity together. Selforganizing happens in systems that involve human and
organizational agents. It can be catalyzed via information
sharing and proactive community management. All three
phases have varying emphasis on information flow and
community management. Each phase is designed to
support the emergence of self-organizing more rapidly than
would happen when left to chance.

4) Have emergent properties.
Emergence is the development of novel and coherent
patterns and properties during the process of selforganization. These new patterns and properties are more
than the sum of their parts. One can't predict emergence
but one can work on creating the conditions for new and
novel patterns to emerge with good information sharing and
community management practices as well process tools
that support emergence amongst stakeholders.
Appreciative Inquiry for example invites members of a
system/network to interview one another and learn what is
working in a system. It can support the diffusion of positive/
effective practices throughout a network. Tools such as
Open Space Technology (used at the Internet Identity
Workshop) allow a diverse range of stakeholders to come
together around a calling question or challenge. With these
methods, answers and new directions will emerge from the
process. Conditions for emergence are cultivated not
forced.
5) Co-evolve with the environment.
Co-evolution is the process by which the agents acting
together via self-organizing emergence actually affect the
environment they are in. This report seeks to support the
development of a learning system that can sense what is
happening and adapt so that the systems respond to an
environment that is also changing as a result of their
actions.
Keystone social systems include health, education, finance,
energy production, food production, transportation and
governance systems4. All of these industries and social
systems are struggling with identity. Many of them are within
the domain of DHS's focus on Critical Infrastructure and the
Homeland Security Industry.

Identity is critical.
Identity is complex.
Systems for Identity Management are complex
and themselves are within complex adaptive systems.

3

Holland, J. H. (1995) Hidden order: How adaptation builds complexity. New York: Addison Wesley

4

Steven Waddell Change for the Audacious, a doers guide: Large Systems Change for a Flourishing Future. Page 81-2.
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PHASE ONE: SEE THE LARGER SYSTEM
There are three initial core activities in Phase One.
Naming the Issue(s)
Identifying and Engaging Stakeholders
Re-Framing the Issue
The government leadership initiating the change effort must
publish its Naming of the issue. As the issue is published the
government must have already identified stakeholders to
invite to a process of Re-Framing the issue. The purpose of
these activities is to support the stakeholders engagement
and co-ownership of defining the issue(s) (Phase One) and
co-leadership in working together first to more deeply
understand the issues(s) (in Phase Two) and finally cocreation in working to solve the challenges underlying the
issues (Phase Three).
To be able to successfully reframe issues together proactive
work must be put into developing a shared vocabulary.
One path to do this is the development of some simple field
guides.
It is worth noting that to some stakeholders the steps
involved in this phase may be perceived as “not doing
anything”; however, Phase Two activities will fail if there is
insufficient community, trust and shared vocabulary so
activities in Phase One are designed to cultivate these
essentials. If these qualities are not present within the
stakeholder community because core Phase One activities,
naming, inviting stakeholders and reframing are not taken
seriously the overall effort is likely to fail. One can design
effective Phase One activities that will engage most
stakeholders and create a sense that they are “doing
something”.
During Phase One the government must cultivate a core
group of (active) stakeholders (broadly representative of
the overall stakeholder community) who will be both coholders of the initial effort with the government and sounding
boards for the ongoing effort. In addition they will be active in
co-defining and co-creating Phase Two activities and be
active in listening to and sensing the evolution of the project.
In Phase One self-reflective and sense-making practices
begin, including sharing who is involved as stakeholder.
Together these activities begin creating a collective picture of
the nature of the issue, starting with the development of a
field guide to understand identity systems in the wild. These
practices set the stage for Phase Two efforts to perform
deeper mapping of the issues, in order to understand how
the current systems function, and to envisioning how the
system could function in the future in ways that are on
balance win-win's for the stakeholder community.
Naming is the identification and framing of the problem.
Research into figuring out the problem should be donee with
active listening. Their could be “one” top problem or, to be
more inclusive of a range of industries top ten lists could be
developed for different industries. Just naming the problem

is a first step but without collective ownership the private
sector will feel imposed upon. If they don’t feel they
participated in this phase they won’t feel they co-own the
problem.
Re-Framing with Stakeholders is critical and requires
knowing self-identified stakeholders (those who already see
themselves as caring about/involved with the issue) and
novel stakeholders (those who don’t necessarily see
themselves within the constituency of stakeholders but
who’s contributions and views are critical to long term
success). Community Managers are needed early on in this
Phase to foster authentic relationships with all stakeholder
types but in particular novel stakeholders.
Fostering Shared Vocabulary is an ongoing activity that
must begin in this phase to support various stakeholders
being able to communicate with each other, rather than
talking past each other. To be clear this does not involve a
committee developing a glossary or taxonomy. The
development of a shared vocabulary is a social process that
involves real people talking to each other about things that
have value and meaning. In the beginning conversations will
be about understanding the challenges and then as the
phases progress moving towards working together on
solving them. Many of the mapping and shared insight
methods outlined in detail in Phase Two can begin to be
used in this phase. The Community Managers and
Knowledge Workers/Librarians can in Phase One begin to
document shared vocabulary.
Keys to Stakeholder Engagement is discussed at length in
the long version of this report. “Stakeholder engagement” is
said in passing in so many government efforts but the
specifics of what that actually means are often over looked.
The specifics should be reviewed in-depth before pursuing
the steps outlined in this report. Here is a short summary of
proposed actions.
Hire Community Managers who’s job it is to do the
emotional labor required to engage and build a community
interested in working together to solve hard problems.
Create a compelling authentic Invitation to stakeholders
Coordinate Communication with Stakeholders that
recognizes that different stakeholders want to be engaged/
involved differently. Their should include regular informational
newsletters and updates with renewed invitations to
participate.
Understand the costs of Stakeholder Participation to
include those that have valuable contributions and limited
time. A diversity of input requires a diversity of ways to
participate.
Reflect Stakeholders to Themselves so that they can selforganize. Have who’s who lists, foster cross pollination
between them and meet-ups at Industry events.
The last part of Phase One is to cultivate a Core Group of
Stakeholders to collaborate on co-leading into Phase Two.
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Phase One: Summary
The Government Team - Names the Issue
The Government Team - Hires Key Personnel
• Industry Experts who map and research the stakeholder
community
• Several Community Managers who will lead stakeholder
engagement
• Sense Making Professionals - whose job it is to
synthesize and make sense of the activity happening
within industry
• A Librarian to help organize all the products of the
Community and organize existing industry resources to
be accessible by all stakeholders
• Writers to publish regular newsletters and updates to
keep stakeholders informed
The Government Team with its Staﬀ
• Organizes parallel distributed meetings for reframing and
developing inter-stakeholder dialogue to understand the
issue
• Supports the emergence of a core stakeholder group
broadly representative of the range of stakeholders, to be
active in the co-leadership and co-creation of the effort
going forward into Phase Two
• Supports stakeholders ability to know more about each
other and connect across the effort
The Government Team and Core Stakeholder Group

Phase One: Key Performance Indicators
• The number of stakeholders that are interested in being
engaged with the process
• The number of stakeholders who after participating in a
event sponsored by the organization 1) would return to
participate again 2) would recommend to another person
or organization to participate, and 3) who sign up to be
involved in the future
• Participants positive reactions to the gatherings both on
a human and organization level, that is, they got more out
of it then they put in
• The quality of the outputs from the process.
• Measures ofshared understanding by administering the
Squirm Test to the core stakeholder group
• Creation of collective plans to achieve small, doable
things, focus on achieving those goals, succeed and
build trust in stakeholders ability to work together.
• The number of Field Guides published , the number of
entries within them, and the number of stakeholders that
contributed to those entries.

• Work together to listen to the results of the parallel
stakeholder meetings and iterate until there is community,
trust, and the formation of shared language (via the reframing process, development of the field guides and
simple sense-making activities) along with a clear sense
that it is time to move to Phase Two.
Interlude: Foster Alignment NOT Consensus
In a large complex society, solving large complex issues. You just won’t get consensus.
So, setting “consensus” as a goal is setting the effort up for failure.
One can, perhaps, achieve consensus in narrow sub-groups that have much in common.
You can use consensus to describe the process that standards-setting bodies use to
create working code and standards for small, narrowly scoped problems. It is, however,
impossible to find consensus amongst a indefinitely large body of stakeholders, using an
method like Roberts Rules of Order which was not designed to achieve it. You will most
definitely fail.
You can achieve alignment. In the group The Group Works Deck there is a card Moving
Towards Alignment defined this way this way "To act jointly, we journey from disparate
places to a coherent, collective sense of what is real, what we desire, and what we will do
to accomplish it. Group alignment emerges through conversations that generate shared
stories, understandings, and decisions."
Consensus as a goal can be confused for a facilitation method with the same name. If you
went to other professional facilitators and asked them what is consensus? They would say
it is a method or a process. One that is best used with small, close knit groups, that have
known each other for a long time, that are relatively homogenous, that have the collective
skill to resolve conflict. Tree Bresen is a master facilitator with extensive experience with the
consensus process. She has a flow chart that explains the process. If you are considering
using consensus consider that suggesting it as a goal or method means following the
process as outlined by Bresen, or one very similar to it. If you don't want to do the process
outlined in this diagram - do not use the word consensus at any time to describe the effort.
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PHASE TWO: REFLECTION AND GENERATIVE CONVERSATIONS
Moving out of Phase One into Phase Two people are getting
to know each other across the very different stakeholder
types. They are beginning to understand one another’s
needs, interests and perspectives. They actually are
meaningfully communicating, not talking past one another
but actually understanding one another and some shared
vocabulary is emerging.Shared understandings of the system
are also beginning to form.
Phase Two focuses on Relationships and Community,
Mapping and Collective Insight & Action Processes to lay
the ground work for intervention through the system
collective action that happens in Phase Three. Activities in
this phase will be coordinated by the Core Stakeholder
group by creating Limited Time Purposeful Working
Groups. These efforts will be supported by Community
Managers who help facilitate stakeholder engagement for the
duration of the group.
The emphasis on the development of community
connections and nourishment is intended to foster the
development of feedback loops amongst the actors in the
system, enabling the system to be connected enough to
sense what is happening within it. This will enable actually
learning to happen within the system and enable collective
responses that are intelligent. This is in contrast to all actors
being isolated and making decisions about how they should
respond alone because they are lacking connection and
community with others in the system.
Both the Cynefin Framework and Action Spectrum model
probing a system to sense what is happening and to
respond to it.This is key to actually be able to co-create
change in complex systems.
Whilst, this Phase might seem too focused on sense-making
and community, it is worth saying again the process of
developing the strategy is part of the action of making
change at a systems level.
One way to look this is a map of Emergent Change System
Strategies put forward by Steve Waddell. It has two axises
Creation to Destruction and then Confrontation to
Collaboration. This effort seeks to Co-Create change in the
Creation-Collaboration Quadrant.
Limited Time Purposeful Working Group is the core
organizing form in Phase Two and Three. Stakeholders can
commit to a narrowly-scoped but real projects that have a
clear purpose and fit within the overall effort. The
Government Team and Core Stakeholder Group define and
identify projects and tasks and via the Community Managers
engage the stakeholders. This organizing style is in sharp
contrast to the default ways people organize which is to
create committees that are ongoing and never ending on a
particular topic or subject. Once complete the working group
would disband and participants' energy can be freed up for
other efforts. It will also limit the power of those who are
volunteers to the project but paid by large corporations with

a large stake in the outcome. It is important that these
groups start off with small reasonably scoped tasks that have
a very high probably for success. At this scale planning is
important in order accomplish the goal. When functioning
well these groups will strengthen the capacity of the
networked organization to actually work together and lay the
groundwork for more substantive action in Phase Three.
Nurture Relationships and Community proactively by
paying for the emotional labor required to make the effort a
success. Having clearly-scoped community goals and
outcomes with clear pathways to contribute in small but
meaningful ways is critical to successful volunteer-driven
professional work environments. Good community mangers
know how to help design these tasks and solicit the work
needed to make them successful. In this phase the
community management team actively engages with
stakeholders and invites their active participation in Mapping
and processes that foster Collective Insight and Actions.
Mapping can support stakeholders understanding and
answering questions like:
• What actors with what roles are in the ecosystem?
• How do they interact?
• What are the inherent tensions that need to be managed
for the ecosystem to thrive?
The process of creating the map and the fact that the
communities co-create them is as important as the resulting
contents of the maps.
If a sufficiently broad range of stakeholders are present when
creating these types of community and sense making maps then those from stakeholder groups that were involved can
see themselves in the co-creation of the maps. It forms the
basis of a common action together to change the system.
The long version of this report goes into more detail about
different mapping methods and tools.
Collective Insight and Action Processes are for tapping
into the collective wisdom of a group and supporting it
making good decisions. It should be noted that none of
these are rooted in a formal process that everyone seems to
know - Roberts Rules of Order. That method is a set of rules
are based on parliamentary process invented over 200 years
ago and does not handle complexity or complex adaptive
systems well. It should never be used to organize complex
multi-stakeholder efforts.
There is a whole variety of different processes outlined in
detail in the long version of this report. They are
contextualized with information about when to use what
processes.
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Phase Two: Summary
Phase One was focused on getting clear on the issues, and
getting a community of stakeholders to engage with each
other while working together on solving the problems and
laying the foundation for them to continue to do so by
creating the opportunity for a shared vocabulary to emerge.
Phase Two is all about deepening the collective
understanding of the system and issues through work the
stakeholders do together to figure this out. These efforts
are led by the core stakeholder group and the government
but the main "action" of figuring things out is done by a
wide spectrum of stakeholders who engage in multiple
ways (to ensure a diversity of participants and ideas).
Phase Two will reach its conclusion when there is a clear
collectively developed picture of the system and issues
within it and there is a will to move forward in action
together amongst various groups of stakeholder. Stakeholders may form new groups who will articulate
action and seek to test innovations out on the system. It is
critical to remain aware that in a complex adaptive system
there are no “answers". One can only probe the system, try
something out, and see how it responds and then adjust
accordingly.
Key Personnel
• Community Mangers will continue active engagement
with stakeholders with an ongoing focus on ensuring
novel stakeholders remain involved and new ones are
supported in joining the process.

Phase Two: Key Performance Indicators
• The Number of maps generated by distributed multistakeholder groups
• Number of maps synthesized from these diverse maps
• The number of stakeholders who look at the
synthesized maps and report that they reflect their
contributions. .
• Number of stakeholders participating in the distributed
meetings
• Measures of the positive engagement with the process
(wanting to participate again, wanting to invite others).
• The positive energy level of the core stakeholders
Measure of the diversity of people engaged in
stakeholder groups.
• Possibly something around the perceived legitimacy of
the active stakeholder groups involved in corestakeholder community. Possibly a poll showing that
the larger population of stakeholders (or maybe even
public) has confidence in, or least affirms that the corestakeholder group reflects them and their concerns.
This could be tracked over time.
• Measure increased understanding of the complexity of
identity among stakeholders who have joined groups

• Sense Making Professionals go into high gear making
sure that activities of the organization are "made sense
of" that is synthesized, and summarized with visuals
drawn, video's edited and podcasts composed with
highlights.
• Librarian personal are organizing the outputs of the
community and working to support finding relevant
information for all involved.
Government Team
Continues to play a key role in leading the effort overall,
supporting convening and mapping, moving closer to the
goal of coherence in the network of stakeholders. As this
phase nears an end ithe government team gets clear on its
role - what it needs to do to support Systems change. The
exact structure of of this can not be known at the time of
writing of this report - it will emerge from the process.
Government Team and Core Stakeholder Group
In Phase Two they work together to shape the activities for
Collective Insight and Mapping with the goal of getting a
very clear picture of the identity systems as they are and
supporting the emergence of better outcomes in the future
- including getting clear on missing pieces.
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PHASE THREE: CO-CREATING THE FUTURE
It will be very tempting to leap to Phase Three because
during this phase the collaborative work by stakeholders is
more apparent. . However, it is important to remember that
growing and nurturing a community and of creating a
shared understanding of the system in Phase One is also
key to success. Without this basic collaborative
infrastructure, none of the things traditionally perceived as
“doing work” can be accomplished in Phase Three. Phase
Two lays the foundation for strong collaborative buy-in to
take action together. Phases One and Two both involve
active work, a focused weaving nurturing a fabric of
understanding, both among stakeholders and fields they
work in.
By this point, the Core stakeholder group and the
government leaders should be working well together.
Phase Two is complete when there are clear maps of the
overall systems that need to be engaged, along with
conversations about what is not working or missing or how
systems could be made better in the future.
Phase Three continues both community management and
development from the work in Phase One and Two. It will
include active sense making and re-mapping, as well as
new mapping activity and adding new things to the field
guide. The people and organizations will form a rich
network of feedback loops that allow people to be
responsive and participants to collectively nurture the
system to create beneficial outcomes. . Cultivating the
ability to actively listen to the system and to take action
within it will be the focus of this phase.
The overall organization with the core stakeholder group
and government leaders should be actively responsive and
take action together. The various methods in the Collective
Insight and Action section of Phase Two will also be useful
in this phase. Leaders should continue to apply the POP
Model to activities: have clear purposes for action, clear
desired outcomes, and processes to achieve those goals
that are as open and inclusive as possible, while remaining
efficient and cost effective.
Phase Three involves coordinated collective action to
address these challenges and evolve the system to the
next level. It is critical to remember, however, that this is not
about planning and forming committees using
organizational methods that are over two hundred years
old.
The Limited Time Purposeful Working Group with clear
action goals gets its work done and then disbands. It will
be a key instrument of action in this phase. The reason for
this type of structure is to support a range of actions that

get a broad selection of stakeholders engaged, use
community managers to track action tasks and to create a
clear sense of accomplishment. It avoids committee
leaders entrenching themselves and having fiefdoms of
knowledge or control of whole swaths of activity. It also
avoids limiting engagement to those with the ability to
commit indefinitely to weekly meetings. Committees overempower paid volunteers from large corporations who can
afford to devote endless attention to the project.
Figuring out how to think about and how to manage
change in complex systems isn't easy. This report covers a
lot of ground to support the federal government leadership
in doing so. The community that developed Polarity
Management also developed a model for complex change
called Real Time Strategic Change that likely will be helpful
when considering action taking in Phase Three and is
outlined in detail in the long version of this report.
In Phase Two we outlined a range of processes for sense
making, collective insight, and action. These processes can
also be used for sense making in Phase Three.
As activity in Phase Three unfolds there will be questions
about what structures are best to use for action and
activity. I outline two organizational forms that make sense
for the project to adopt during this Phase. One is the
Social Innovation Lab, and the other is the Global Action
Network. It would be up to the Core Stakeholder Group,
with input from the broader stakeholder community, to
determine what to do when the time comes. Making plans
now to do this in eighteen months or three years' time
makes no sense. Knowing about these structures and
keeping in mind how they might be appropriate for the
ongoing work does.
Public trust and legitimacy can be achieved with open,
transparent activity throughout Phases One, Two, and
Three; however, there is no replacement for getting active
meaningful participation from panels of randomly selected
and/or representative samples of the public who can
contribute to the development of identity technology and
policy. Three potential process could do this. Two of
them, Citizen Juries and Citizen Panels both involve small
groups of citizens that could involve the wider public in a
conversation. A process called “preferred futuring" is
explored.
To close Phase Three it is important to touch on both
governance: how these systems are governed but also
how these governance systems adapt to the changing
environment over time.
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Phase Three: Summary
Key Personnel
• Community Mangers continue active engagement with
stakeholders, ensuring that stakeholders who are keen
on contributing are connected to Limited Time Working
Groups that will value their contributions. Community
Mangers also take active roles within Limited Time
Working Groups tracking commitments and
deliverables. Even though we are in Phase Three they
must continue to give extra attention to new stakeholder
involvement and support.
•

Sense-making and Communications professionals
support stakeholders working together in Limited Time
Working Groups.

•

Communications professionals support the ongoing
information sharing amongst the groups doing work, the
broader stakeholder community, and the wider public.

Government Team
• The government team actively participates in relevant
Limited Time Working Groups.
Government Team and Core Stakeholder Group
• This group supports coherence across activity.
Other Government Action
In this phase the specifics of what government should do
becomes clearer. At this point, the government should take
direction from what the Working Groups and system needs
indicate:
• Legislation to be passed to support emerging systems
• Changes to existing regulations to support emerging
systems.

Phase Three: Key Performance Indicators
• The number of engaged stakeholders has continued to
increase
• The engaged stakeholder community is more diverse
• The community of stakeholders includes a range of
international actors (companies, other governments,
citizen advocacy groups)
• The majority of stakeholders in any given category that
were involved in Phase 2 have stayed involved in Phase
3
• Limited Time Working Groups accomplish their goals
with reasonable frequency
• Limited Time Working Groups accomplish their goals
within the time limits they set out
• Measures of the positive engagement with the process
are high
• The diverse groups of stakeholders in the community
develop creative solutions to challenges that had in the
past limited the functionality of the system
• The general public believes that their privacy is
enhanced and protected by the systems that are being
developed and solutions being implemented
• Vulnerable populations have their privacy and control
over personal data enhanced
• Citizen Advocacy Groups who had been critical of
government actions and policies related to identity are
participating or acknowledging resulting systems
improvements
• The frequency and scope of identity hacking incidents is
significantly reduced
• The use of forged identities by criminals and terrorist
groups is technically more difficult; thus, there are fewer
successful attempts to use forged and synthetic
identities
• Diverse collaborators across academic disciplines and
from different countries are able to engage in trusted
online collaboration
• There is a reduction in both fake news and fake science
because it is easier to trace sources and fact check
• Systems Maps developed in Phase Two are used to
develop metrics at critical nodes to measure system
health and functioning
• Systems problem solving networks emerge and trust
amongst those running these systems is high
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CONCLUSION
This report begins by making the case for taking a complex
view of the problem of identity systems and within that
framework r ways to catalyze improvements. It then
outlines a three-phase approach to achieve this goal.
Phase One begins with naming the challenges and issues.
It requires the engagement of a stakeholder community
that is identified and invited to reframe the named identity
issue(s). There is some initial sense-making activity to
develop a field guide for key identity processes, terms and
technologies. By the end of Phase One a core-stakeholder
community is in place and is co-creating with the
Government Team the activities in Phase Two.
Phase Two deepens the practice of community
management and begins more intensive sense-making
activity by mapping existing systems, visioning future
systems, and supporting collective insight and action by
the stakeholders. Limited Time Purposeful Working Groups
begin to form to take on collective action and share the
results publicly, while coordinating with the CoreStakeholder and Government Team.
The effort will move into Phase Three when there is
alignment across the stakeholder community around action
that they want to take together. Limited Duration Working
Groups offer a form for action. There are several different
working models that are appropriate for this phase.

Concluding Cautions
It is important to name two negative patterns that could
arise and persist over the course of an overall effort and , if
not corrected, will lead to failure. The first is seeking
agreement, or alignment or consensus via exclusion. This
dynamic can emerge subconsciously and then be
inadvertently enabled by the leadership of a group. If
allowed to take hold, the community will become toxic and
even non-excluded stakeholders might defect. It is critical
that the leadership of the government team and corestakeholder communities seek to welcome healthy
disagreement and conflict and create space to hear out
and learn from those who raise objections as they likely
bring a voice and perspective that needs to be included for
long-term success of the overall system.
The second is to succumb to the temptation to predetermine the outcomes of this process and to respond to
industry requests to know what will happen. Some industry
participants will demand to know the likely result before
they choose to participate. In a complex system, one
cannot predict the end. What we can do is include early on
a relationship with a community manager, a regular feed of
information about what is happening, clear ways to
contribute and participate, and clear next steps,
deliverables or outcomes. This might not be the classically
detailed preplanning that many will want, but it will provide
clarity.

The Growth Path
The Action Spectrum presented at the beginning of this
report has three domains of action: control, guide, and
nurture. The more system leaders focus on nurturing the
less direct control they will have, but the greater the positive
exponential change they can foster.
We need to nurture the conditions for the type of largescale co-creation of the future outlined in Phase Three to
emerge. This can only happen if the effort passes the steps
in Phase One seeing the larger system and then building on
that by doing Reflection and Generative Dialogue in Phase
Two. Only then can we expect exponential change in Phase
Three.
It will be critical to respect and manage the energy of all
stakeholders throughout the process, tuning into how they
are feeling about how things are going. If their reaction to
the process shifts negatively, it is a sign that leadership
needs to adjust how it is working and re-engage with
stakeholders. Earlier efforts failed to gain momentum and
community growth, and in fact resulted in massive
defection, because they didn't take seriously the need to
continuously engage the stakeholder community and
respond to their input.

What to do next?
Reflect on the report and gather more information that
surfaces from reading it. Use the long version of this report
to get more specific details of community management,
mapping and process methods.
Once there is clarity on proceeding with this phased
approach the first step is naming and figuring out how the
government wants to name the problem. It will be
important to hire community managers and
communication specialist before the actual naming so they
can engage with the stakeholder community in the very
earliest stages of the naming process. There are a number
of ways to share information with the public and industry.
The best resource we have found for this is the International
Association of Facilitators Public Participation Toolbox. The
ecosystem stakeholder map being developed by Kaliya
Young will serve as a comprehensive starting point for
finding known and self-identified stakeholders. You will
need to expend effort to reach new stakeholders as early in
the process as possible.

Final Thought
This report advocates a vision for making large and wide
scale systemic change in identity systems. It is possible to
use the phased approach as outlined here to undertake the
challenge of identity within a particular subsystem or
industry domain. One does not have to take on the entire
domain of all identity to implement what is outlined here.
One does have to move systemically through the phases
and cultivate the collective capacity in whatever the scope
or domain one chooses, in order to have effective collective
stakeholder action for positive change at a systems level.
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